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MATTE= 24. W.W.Prescott.,
-'1-rferied-yeatekaytte the- fact that-:the Pintere int
prophecy of Matthew 24 is a fuller statement of the closing part of the

ninth-chapter of Danieli-in which destruction-is determined to a. full
end, that determined shall beacoomplished. This gives rather a dark picture of very'troubloUs times. Non-this iaa sketch of the first part
pf the 24th chapter, and notice the troublous times,---wars, rumours of,
ears, na:ion against nation, kingdom against kingdom, famines, earth-

quakes, tribulation, killing, hatred, hating one anotherr iniquity
abounding, love of many waxing cold. Now certainly that is.a dirk pio4as
ture of that period. Not that there was no other phase of the picture,
but Christ le setting forth in a more particular form what is involved in
Danielle propbecy„ - that the end should'come with a flood, a full end.
Nowif that is the picture of the generation at the time
that Christ spike, these wor)dedid that generation, is a prophecy of
th e last generation, then in the last generation we ought to have soma

kind of a picture before us. And as much history must needs be stu—
died and quoted to set-forth in proper form the picture-of that genera-

tion, so we ought to have some current histdrywhen we have< arrived in the:
picture in an enlarged- way in this generation.

Therefore z Suet/Want

to take your time to read a brief statement in this picture which is
current history. Here is an article in yesterday's Post written by
theircorrespondent in - the near East, William T. Ellie. Writing from
mount Sinai he says,
(Quotation read to statement about South Africa.)
Take that for a summary, not written by some one who is
trying to interpret the present phases in order to fill out the picture
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that he has drawn beforehand, but a statement by this newspaper tioritoOlt
pondent. / thought in view of our study here just now where era. are-'
looking at a gloomy picture of that generation which was brought to such
a condition, you remeiber, because they rejected the counsel of
they rejeoted the, Christ, theyi thought they would save their nation,save all this disaster by putting Him to death. But that very experience
opening-of- 10wrilood gavels that Ted to- the—eweflot the
city and the nation. Now we are teeing this generation and here-is
aUrr=nt history.

We need not read Josephus now, but we can read the

daily papers, add we c:n see that that picture Of judgments is noel
before us in a larger form, in this world-wide 'ay in this generation.
cur time yesterday was largely occupied in establishing a
principle of interpretation for this-prophecy; that- it is a double propheq
that it deals largely with two generations, one: the generation upon whocm
Christ pronounced these seven-fold woes reooreded in the 23rd chapter.
All these woes were fulfilled, during the gene'ration that heard them,
that those people who called down the blood of Christ upon them and their'
children, the curse.of God Upon them by their rejection of Christ,'
were given a period during which the children cam t* yeersof reeponSiblit,:

ity.thet they might have the choice whether they would accept that curse
in the rejection of Christ and accept the-blessing in receiving him.

Now that being a picture of this generation there trust -be a
passage, a transition from the first generation to the last generation.
That treneition is mode in a few words, just se in the second chapter
of Denieltthere is a transition from ,,abylon which stands out in such
great importance, the first kingdom of that prophecy to modern gBbylon.
If you look in the second chapter of Daniel, all that it says of the
second and the third kingdoms is found in one short terse.

-That is

merely a verse that keeper the chronology. The emphasis is upon the first
and the fourth kingdoms.
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-the same principle. The emphasis,

the fulness of detail is upon the first genetatiome the transition is'
very brief, and that transition that was in that one verse in Daniel
covers the time from the fall of Babylon in 538 to the rise of Rome in 188,
all covered in that short verse. These intermediate kingdoms are brought I
not
in because they occupy an important place in the thought of the prophecy,
but in order that we may keep our continuous chronologiroal connection.

you will find in the study of the prophecies thee no large place is is give
to redo-persia or to Greece-. They simply fill the place of transition.
In the same way no large place is given to the transition
between the first generation mentioned living in the time of Christ and
last generation, but there is aitransition. .110w. we must give attention
to the study of the prophecy itself.
The judgments of the previous chapter fell upon the.generation
mentioned in the 23rd ohepter. Now that is renewed in the picture of the
24th chapter. It is carried over to the last generation.

The-two

generations =at be treated distinctlyalthough the principles and ideas do
blend. They are both ploturee of judgment, they ate both plOtures of the
fulfilment of theprophecies of the end.
Now we have come down through the picture in verses 1 to 14.
For the history -fulfilling this I went over the hole ground'in the Review

in 19C2, from *'arch to June. Now / want to call attention to the versesthat follow:

eehen therefore ye see the abomination of desolaticn, which
was spokri of through raciel,the prophet, standing in the holy place (let
him that r-adeth understand), then let them that are in Judea flee unto
the 0ounteine: let him that is on the housetop not go down to tele out the
things that are in his house: andlet him that is in the field not return
back to take his cloek.s
"This abomination of deslation* was to be seen standing in the
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PRESCOTT: The article is not used here, and so the marginal reading in thi revised version is A holy place. The word
translated here a holy place is not the word used in Hebrews 9
where the.first apartmentof the sanctuary is defined as the holy
place• -This anrontirely difZersmtespresslon, and-Iwant4ocall your attention to the use of this expression. and not to
the use of the expression translated the'holy place in Hebrews.
You will see, of course, why. This is not the:expression of Hebrew. Tn Hebrews 9 the holy place is definitely defined to be the
first apartment of the sanctuary: This is not the expression
at all. This is the general word foi place with the adjective
holy attatched to it. It means a holy place or a place Which
is holy. Mow with :the use of this word in mind let us read.
We have read it in Matthew 24.
Acts 6:13: seAndset up false witnesses, who said, This man
ceaseth not to speak words against this- holy place, and the law:
for we have heard him say„, --a
Now that could not refer of course to the first apartment .
It is a general 'expression for the temple.;
Acts ?:33: "And the Lord said. unto. him, Loose the shoes
from thy feet : for the place whereon thou standest is holy
ground."
He is ref siring, of course, to the experienbe of Moses at
the bush. The general place was holy.
Acts 21:23:"This ia the man that teaoheth all men everywhere against the people, and the law,-and this place; and moreover he brought Greeks also into the temple, and bath defiled this holy place."
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You see the general application.
Rev. 21:2, 10: "And I saw the holy city, new_ Jerusalem, coming
down out of heaven from God, made ready as a bride adorned for
herhusband."- - "And he carried me away in theSpirit to a
mountain great and high, and showed me the holy city Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven from God.*
Of course this Li the new Jerusalem, but it applies this
expresskon holy to the city.
Matt. 4:5: "Thenthe devil taketh him into the holy city.*
There it is the literal Jerusalem called the holy city.
Matt. 27:53: ""And coming forth out of the tombs after his
resurrection they entered into the holy city and appeared unto
many."
You see these evressions say that the holy city was spoken
of as a holy place.
2 peter 1:18: "And this voice we ourselves heard borne
out of heaven, when we were with him in the holy mount."
The whole mountain was called the holy mount.
Ex. 15:13, 17: *Thou in thy lovingkindness hest i the
people that thou haat redeemed: thou haat guided them in 4hey
thy strength to thy holy habitation.* "Thou wilt bring them in,
and plant them in the mountain of thine inheritance, the place,
0 Jehovah, which thou has; made for thee to dwell in, the
sanctuary, 0 Lord, which thy hands hate established."
There you see the r,eneral use of the word holy as appl ed
to these places, the city, the mountain, the surroundings.
Luke 21:20: "But when ye see Jerusalem compassed with
armies, then know that her desolation is at hazed."
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That is, Luke says the city compassed with armies, where
Matthew-says-The abomination of desolation standeth, where it

L,..: ttr;s:

ought not. I think we understand that.'
Dan. 11:45: *And he shall plant the tents of his palace
between the sea and the glorious holy mountain; yet.he shall come
to his end, and none shall Yelp him." - /
In the glorious holy- mountattn-.This. is just simply t?
note the use of this word as applied not simply to the first
apartment of the tabernacle, not simply .to the old temple, not
simply to the old city, but even to alargernountry where'
they are applied. We often speak of the Oountry as the holy
land.
Now the next is, you see the abomination of desolation
standing there. I wish to suggest right at the start that in
the scripture an abothination is an idol, following an abomination
isidole try, but we want to get back to the real fundamental .
idea here, thereforevl want to oall,youtattention to some
scriptures bearing on that.
/ea. 14:19: *But thou art oast forth away from thy sepul—
chre like an abominable branch, clothed with the slain, that
are thrust through with the Sword,_ that go down to the stones of
the pit; as a dead body trodden under foot.•-•
You will see of course in this connection that this abominable
branch is Ludifer, but further, you. see from the connection that
this Lucifer is the invisible king of Babylon as in the fourth
verse. So you can trace it right bank the abominable branCh is
Lucifer.

Luciferrie the invisible king of Babylon, the invisible

king of Babylon is Satan.
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Jer.. 23: 5, 8,: "Behold, the days come, saith -Jehovah, that
I' will ' ais e lint zi3S- VId tr4lght &Oda -BrandhandI he- b haI-1 reigrr 2
as king and deal wisely, and shall execute justice and righteousness in the-land, In his days- Judah shall be saved, and: Israel shall

dwell safely; and this is his name whereby- he *hall

be called: Jehovah our righteousnesa.n
Now, the sixth verse- tells-who the righteous branch is., It
is Christ. Note the contrast. The abominable branch, who-is
that? Satan. The righteous branch, who is that? Christ.

/

Those ideas go all through. This abominable branch was one who
said I will exalt my throne like the most high. I also will
sit in the mount of the congregation in the sides of the north.
I will be like. the most high. I will take the place of the king.
Now aything that is on that principle comes under this general
idea. Tracing it back, it will be some person, some thing, some
act put in the place of Christ: Is that clear? That: is: involved
in those two ideas, abomination andabOminabler The two are.
In contiasa, and they are wrought out in the personality of
the abominable branch and the personality of the 'righteous branch.
bgd: ai ything that deals with those two ideas will be represented
in this way.
Psalms 53: 1.:nThe fool bath said in his heart, There is no
Odd. Corrupt are they, and have done abominable iniquity; there
is none that doeth good."
Now what is that abomination of iniquity? It shuts out

God. That idea, you see.. No God.- Now to shut out Cod from
the knowledge of men, that is the abominable thing,.and of course
the whole practice of idolatory
ala=t4aepeeltyrsistessteesr-amte
:
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is to do that very thing, to say, in effect, that there is no
; that brought:-thee.-up - aaa
qod:. nbestobe_ thy godsia04Egip4-,Iaraeli,
out of the land of Egypt."

'

Now take along with that 1 Kings 11, Here-we have a very
definite definition of that idea in referring to gross idolatry.
5th verse: "For Solomon went after Ashtoreth the goddess of"
the Sidonians, and after Milcoa the abomination of the Ammonites." ;
33rd verae:"Because that they have forsaken me, and-have
worshipped Ae4k Ashtoreth the goddess of the Sidon/ens, Chemosh
the god of Moab, and Miloom the god of the children of Ammon."
Now in the seventh verse Chemosh is the abomination, in
the 33rd verse Chemosh is the god of Moab. This is simply a
group expression of that idea of substituting that idea of the
abominable branch in place of the righteous branch, substituting
something else in the place-of the revelation of God, made,
to us-in Christ. Now in the 44th of Isaiah, 19th and 20th
verses, we have the same idea enlarged. He has spoken about the
making of an idol: "And none oalleth to mind, neither is theta
kno*ledge nor understanding to say, I .have burned part of it
in the fire; yea, also I have baked bread upon the coals thereof;
I have roasted flesh and eaten it: andshall I make the residue
thereof an abomination? shall I fall down to the stock of a
tree? He feedeth on ashes; a deceived heart bath turned him
aside; and he cannot deliver his soul, nor say, I s there not a
lie in my right hand?"
Now when we come to the application of this in spiritual
idolatry, if we can use such an expression as that -- when we
come
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come to transfer the idea from the gross idolatry of the
pagans to that more deceptive idolatry of modern Babylon,
you will find the word lies. You will find both words are
used together. In '2 These. after revealing that man of sin who
is the bid of this Whole syStlim Cf-which something useis
substituted for Christ,-a different head of the church, a visible
head of the church who is not Cod and man, but simply man; all
the ceremonies of the church and that eystem of priesthood which'
we have referred to previously. All of it is a substitute for
the truth. Putting something else in the place of the principles of Christ. With that is associated the worship of
images and pictures, and beads and holy water, and all that sort
of thing. Taking that in 2 Thessalonians the secand.ohapter,
there is a remarkable expressiOn:
9th and 10th verses. "WhOie coming is according to the works
ing o Satan with all power and eigns and lying wonders, and with
all deceit of unrighteousness for them that perish;"because they
received notlhe love of the truth, that they might-be saved.""'-Now "the truth" is a personality, Christ.
"And for this cause God sendeth them a working of error,
that they should believe the lies * not "a lie," but "the lie."
Now there the two are brought right togetherl. the truth in
the personality 69-Christ, the lie in personality is Satan.
The truth as it is in Jesus is the setting forth of the truths
of righteousness of Christ, that righteous branch which we
received by faith, the truth of salvation as a gift; the truth
is the person of Christ. The contrast to that 13 just the
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epposite; it is the lie. It puts him who is the liar and the
father of it in_plape of the truth. The lie is this idea whick
comes to its greatest development, its most wonderful manifestation of this expression of a person, the head of the visible
church in place of Christ. He is the man of lawlessness. That
is the lie. Even that which God himself has established may
become the same thing to him as this idol.
Isa. 1:14: •Your new moons and your appointed feasts my soul
hateth; they are a trouble unto me;-I am weary of bearing
them."
No this is not simply with reference to -a past tins. This
that is brought out in the first chapter of Isaiah applies just
as much to our experience and our time as any time in the history
of the yiorld. Bring it right to the climax in the thirteenth
verse, after warning them about their formalism that was like
Sodom and Gomorrah, Paring no more vain oblations; incense is an
abomination unto, me; new moon and sabbath, the Calling of aesmaa.
bliee, -- I cannot away with'iniquity and the solemn meeting:"
Their offering of incense was just like a worship of idols. And
they had really accepted the lie in place Of the truth, although
they were still going on offering incense.
We may do exactly the same thing. The Lord's suppn nay
become an abomination to the Lor4 just as much an abtanination
as the offering of incense was back there. You leave Christ
out oi it, and you make it a mere form, and you come to
depend upon the fact that you go th church regularly, and Sake
part in the ordinances of the Lord's house, and haie Your name
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on the church book and therefore your salvation is assured,
,you are,just_wflore,tiley We;P:1;140k

*ere. "Neither circit=ision

ay.Liletn aaything nor -aim:A4:Puma/11Pa, but a new creature."

You are no bettek_off than_the papacy. You have got the same
principle over again.

12
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(PRESCOTT--Cont'd)

Now you carry it through. We find it
-occurs in modern Babylon. "Cup full Of-the abomination* Now
carry it clear down to Revelation 21:2?. He is speakingf inthis
- chapter of the wholecity, Now what does he says-who pas he\
say

cannot enter the city? "And there shall in no wise enter

into it any thing that defileth, neither whateoever-worieth
abomination, or maketh a lie: but they which are written in,
thaLambee book of life." Notice that expression,"hethet Maketh
abomiration and a life." He cannot enter in. He aust'\
stay outside..
Now the territory outside of the wallsin anoi.
Jerusalem was, regarded as holy ground. When those armies came up
outside the city they were on holy ground--standing Shire
ought not. Their idolatrous standards were there,- That- gins pagan
Rome. Now papal Aflame represents the same thing inbiinging\in
the same kind of abolimation, the same lie as pagan Roti3.siid 'But

when. you remember that paganism of ancient Babylon isame\te
modern Babylon through pagan Rome, then-you can see,wh.
Pagan Roman armies came before Jerusalem that was then* lba‘ion
that maketh desolate. That was the whole irinciple4 -It etterenarlis
was transferred into the Christian forms of worship ipleapan
Rome.
But I think it is rather significant in speakinibf
,„.. „ the
Holy City, that "nothing shall enter there that makethAtta.,
abomination and a lie."
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Noe this explanation in Luke that wham that:vas the
Roman Arkiesd helps us to see clearly why Matthew calls it
-

'

"the abomination that maketh desolate". And of course when you
pees from this same principle in Papal. Rome than you haVe it
•,
brought4irectly:to Papal Rome in substituting another priesthood-for
the trueriestheedT,-setting- up the abomination that maketh desolate, .
taking away the continual Barytes of Christ. This is the same
idea;-Idolatry--Another in the place of Chrkst.,,
ROW we pass from that the the point oftransition, Matthew 241-.
•where we ere brought to the destruction of Jerusalem by the-Roman
armies, Spoken of as "the abomination of desolation" in Matthew,
refer to
and mentioned as "Armless of Rome in Luke. Let us sett Matthew
24:15.42.. This covers the destruction of Jerusalem by the
Roman armies, the flight from Jerusalem, the great tribulation*
the shortening of the days of tribulation for the eleotaY;
sake. Note`-turn to Luke 21:20.-24. Now instead of the "abomination",
it is--"Jerusalem being encompassed with armies", referring to the
. ,

same desolation spoken of in Matthew; the same "fleeing" as in
MatthewoHthe "days of vengeance" (then the 24thverse) the goingn
into oaptivity of the Jewish nation until Jerusalem shall
be trodden down of the Gentiles (or nations) till the time of
the Gentiles be fulfilled.
Now in that paragraph in Luke(20-24 vs.), we have a
transition from that first generation to the last generation,
because Luke carries us clear down through Jerusalem trodden down of
the Gentiles till the time of the Gentiles be fulfilled. This
covers the same period we cover in Matthew 24:15-23.
Now with Luke 21;24, oompEre Revelation 11:1,2: "And
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irlawsfatts there was given me a reed like unto a rod: and4haangel

stood, saying, Rise, and measure the temple of God, anditheYaltare and
them that worship therein.'-- But the court•which inithoutthe4emple-leave cut, and measure it not; for it is given unto the Gent es:
and- tie holy city shall they tread under foot forty.- and two Menthe."
‘licawhen4anacempare thisalt_te very plain- N.„
\.
that "Jerusalem trodden down of the Gentiles until tliS
times of the Gentiles be fulfilled* must Garry us clown:t0 the
and at least of the 1260 days--the forty and two months.. You iee
it asxmach once that that makes'your transition, wheithe-treading
under foot until the times of the gentiles be fulfulled, is the
treadiag'under foot of the holy city forty and two-months
you can see plainly that Duke's statement is a transition from' •
the early experience to the later experience.
You say, That does not bring us to this di generation.
Truly. But When you come in the 12th chapter of Daniel to deal with
those periods you will see that the 1260 diva and the 1290 years
are extended-to the 1335 years. There is a very striking thing `in
that. You compare that with the experience in gettiAg pOssession
of the land in (the time a joshui. You find that that Same- Period
of time elapsed between the time of Joshuaks inheritance was
given him,- and the time.he went to take possession of
years/ which is the same period of extended time. that goes
beyond the end of the 1260 years--1290 years, to the 1335 years.
flow let us look forward: Uatthew 24:29,14 31. We have
made the,transition now. That whole long period of centuries
passedower in those few words! This carries us down toward the end of the world. It says, "Immediately after the
tribulation of those days shall the sun be darkendd, !and the

3:strmoontshall:not give her light, and the- stars shall fall from heaieni'
and the powers of the heavens shall be shaken: and then shall appear
theti signtsf4hetiohatimapefirk-aeavetwiapiAhen-aberwill- Sher- twilverwri!e
of the earth mourn, and they shall see the Son of man oominm.lh the
clouds- of heaven'with power and great glory."
"Temediately after the tribulation of those days" 0,,rasalem
shall be trodden down the gentiles till the times of the gentiles
be fulfilled." Immediately after temeexessatexa the tribulation
of those days a series ofxsweate signs commences that mak lead,
to the manifestation of the Son of Han-in the clouds of heaven.
Where do they begin? The darkening of the sun.

There-is no-stop

in this series. It is a series of events &ginning:sten immediately
after the tribulation of those days. It does not amps say, "after
the and of those days".
BOLLMAN: Do you think those days refer to the 1260 years?
PRESCOTT: Yes. The tribulations of those days. You see
how it 'connects up when you read Revelation 11:2).
Now turn to Mark 13:24: "But in those days, aft sr that tribu-:Iationi the sun shall be darkened, end the moon shell not give her
light, (25 vs.) and the stars of heaven shall fall, and, the
powers that are in heaven shall.be shaken. (26 va) Andlhen -

shall they see the Son of man ooming in the Clouds with
great,power and glory."
Now T want to emphasize this thought with reference to
this Scripture. That Mark is referring now in this expression
"those days"' not to the 1260 days, but to the days after theta.after tae tribulation.
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Now, it is like. this: Here [illustrating with a book] is the
period of the tribulation. We will say the tribulation stops here.
Matthew says, /immediately after the tribulation this series of
events will begin,--sun, moon, stars, distress of nations, and so on
to the eecond coming. .Mark does not use that expression. He says,
__The tribulata
*in thee° days, after the tribulation." a thosa days, beginning here,

the signs would sun Clear through till Christ comes.
C. Pe BOLLMAN: That woad make it parallel with what Matthew

says.
W. W, PRES9OTT: Exactly,--a series of eventeabeginning then
would run right through to His coming. That is the difficulty,—
and it seems to the alittle worse than a difficulty---of attempting to

confine those signa within the 1260 days, Dr, failing in that, saying
the first of those signs Was to come then. But the acripturs does
not say that. According to the simple reading of the scriptures,
a series begins that you must not stop anywhere until you coma to

the oozing of the Hon of man,
R. B. qUIHN: Can you give us anything that would mark the limits
of thin generationt
W, W. PRESCOTT:, We have not come to that expressionyet.,
C. P. BOLLMAN: The expression."those days" does not mean the
1280 years?
WO W. PRZSCDTT: where it ie used apart from the idea of the
tribulation. Matthew says "the tribulation of those days,* Mark
does not uae that expression. He saya "in those days, after the.

tribulation." I think both mean the same thing, and that is that
after the tribulatien there comaeneee im4idiately the series of.

events that will follow right straight through until the Son of
tfurt 16 manifested in the Okuda of heaven.
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C.P.BOLLMAN: Suppose we leave out the comma, an4 make it
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"in those days after the tribulation."
PIISCOTT: if that- tmies it plainer, leave it out:
W. G. WIRTH: You put that the same as Matthew 24:292'
PRESCOTT: les, then begin those signs.
14-Gr ifIRTR: Ilhen-did-the-tribulation end? -\
PRESCOTT: I do not want to fix an exact date; but it ended in
time so that the darkening of the sun came in, The tribulation
faded out, then oame the first sign.
N. P. Nielsen: Do "those days* in Matthew 24:29 refer to the
tribulation, and "those days* in Mark refer to the days after the
tribulation? Why shouldn't it have been *in the days after the
tribulation?*
-

PRESCOTT: Whixast / didn't write it, so r do not know.
J. N. ANDERSON: Do you mean to say that the *time of the gen-

tiles" corresponds to the v 1260 x years?
W. W. PRESCOTT: I am a little careful about skating that *Ms that
is exactly it, for I think there is room for more study on that; and
yet we have these expressions, the Holy City shall be trodden under
foot forty and two months. We must see i4 all this a sort of double
picture of ancient literal Jerusalem and modern spiritual Jerusalem,
When it started baok there, he was talking about literal Jemusalem.
In Revelation where it Says the SW Holy City shall be trodden under
fast, it does not mean literal Jerusalem, and yet literal Jerusalem
has been in the hands of infidels all this time.
J. N. ANDERSON: I wanted to know whether you meant to say
that the treading down of Jerusalem is the same as the persecuation
of the 1260 years?
W. W, PRESCOTT: There is a parallelism that enables us, I think,

BPI
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to make :the transition.to that period.
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J. N. ANDERSON: Just this further question: Did Jesus have in
mind the persecution -di the Christian ohurah•when he laid Jerusalee
shall be trodden under foot?
PRESCOTT: / cannot say. All I can say is this,• that that
t ribulaticat aye ts4 of therreeemerreect eyors the Jews in-japusetent,
for their apostasy. That was primarily to those people at that
time, and yet there was the other all the time in the background;
and on that he makes the transition--the tribulation upon that
generation and the tribulation that followed under the great apostasy, the, forty and two months,--on that he makes the transition
and. comes right down to the signs of the last days.
WIRTH: Would there be any objection to applying that to literal.
Jerusalem, that 24th verse, that Jerusalem would be under the feet
of the CAS:Atlas Wan. Ottatat- 00Mee? That is true, of course.
PRESCOTT: I would not try, in my own mind, to be too exact
about, it, because in this chapter these things are blended, and you
cannot absolutely separate them. That is my view of the _whole
chapter. I think if we try to separate these things and apply
each to a partioular generation, it will bring us into perplexity.
What / wanted to emphasize is that we have the transition here,•
just the same as in Daniel 2 we have the transition from ancient
Babylon to modern Babylon in one short verse. Here the transition
is made from the first generation to the last generation in just a
short statment, and the two pictures are of these two generations,
the one in the time of Christ, upon whom the vengeance came in that
time, and the one in our

time upon whom vengeance will come.

Now let us take matt.24:32-36: "Now learn a parable of the fig
tree: When his branch is yet tender, and putteth forth leaves, ye
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Se that enter le nigh: so likewise ye, when le shall see all these
things, know that it is near even et the doors. 'spur/ say unto
you, this generation shall not pass, till all these things be fulfilled. Heaven and earth shall pass away, but my words shall not
pass away. But of that day and hour*--notice the transition between
*this generation* and *that day*--*this generation shall not pass,
till all these thIngs be fulfilled. . but of that dew and hour
knoweth 11a man, no, not the angels of heaven, but my Fethar only.*
In Onnection with that read Mark 13:28-30:, *Now learn a
parable/of the fig tree; When her branch is yet tender, and putteth
forth leaves, ye know that summer ie near: So ye, in like manner,
when ye shall see these things come to pass, know that it is nigh,
even at the doors. Verily r say unto you, that this generation
shall not pass, till all these things be done.*
Luke 21:28-32: *And when these things begin to core to pass,.
then look up, and lift up your beads; for your redepption draweth
nigh. And He spate to them

a

parable; behold the fig tree, and

ell the trees; When they now shoot forth, ye see and know of your
own selves that stammer is now nigh at hand. So likewise, ye, when ye
see these things come to pass,-know ye that the kingdom of God is
nigh at-hand. Verily I say unto you, This generation shall not pass
•
,
away tiIia all be fulfilled."
.

l itude kof aline; too.
V. O. WILCOX: Luke suggestaaltI

h
W.W.PRISCOTT: Yes, be says in thaA elaX verse, (There shall be

signs--sun, moon, stars; upon earth distress of nations,. with per-

plexity; the sea and the waves roaring; men's hearts failing them
for fear, and for looking after those things which are coming on the
earth: for the powers of the heavens shall be shaken. And then
great
shall they see the Son of man coming in a cloud, with power, andAgloty.
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Vow let, us compare Matt, 24:14 with Rev. 14:8r14i. Matt; 24:

1

-14

says: "And this gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in all

- the

World for'a witness untnall- natiofisi and then- Shell the end—

come."
Rev. 14:8-14i is the preaching
-of that gospel in this generatiot4
spoken of there, which was, first, the end of the Jewish nation,
and second, and in a larger sense, the end of all things.

Right

in

there comes the question of "this generation" and these signs. I
am frank to say this, that from my standpoint the best sign, the most
definite sign that we can have and hold to is the preaching of this
gospel of the kingdom to all the world! [Many amen's] I take that
above any physical sign or above anything that happens in the world
aside from that, That is given in Matthew as thei very. definite thing
that marks the end.
You know there are interpretations upon interpretations as to
what where this generation begins and where it ends. I do not attempt to place the beginning of it. I do not fix. it by any arbitrary
events, but do fix it by the preaching of this gospel of the kingdom
to all the world in, this generation:

F. M. MIL00X;

Of course we cannot figure out the extent to,,

which this has gone, either, can we?
W. W. PRESCOTT: I know, of course, perfectly well that there
Are statements that limit it to the lifetime of certain individuals,
and that, these signs are used in certain ways. I do not say anything.
I have no quarrel with anybody. I am merely speaking now of my own .
use of it. I do not attempt to fix any time when this generation
commenced.= when it will close; but I do keep Is my mind on that
sign which I think He emphasized most clearly,--"this gospel of the

21A
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/4' kingdom shall be preached in all the world for a. witness unto alV
nations; and then shall the end come.w.
'I Wrote' to-Brother Chapman,' who is 'president*Of
the Nova Scotia Conference for a- statement that he has. I have read
it repeatedly. He has it in his Bible. It is-a clipping from the'
-r seal ci rot- say pu erX I.ifay
We7n-sw. -think-it--nas-Published
as to the- year; but Sister White said in that_ statement, *I was
shown that the generation that sawthe stars fall was the generation
that the Lord referred to in Matthew 24.*
0. W. PRESCOTT: That would not interfere with my view,
R. D. QUINN: I do not like to. be left :entirely at sea as to
when this-- generation shall close. I think there ought to be something
to mark the limits of the last generation. If you will pardon me,
I would like to read this:
"At the close of the great papal persecution, Christ declared,.
the sun should be darkened, and the moon.Should not give her light.
Next, the stars should fall from heaven. And He says, *Learn a
parable of the fig-tree. When has branch is yet tender, and putteth
forth leaves, ye 1419w that aummeg:re nigh. So likeWise ye, when ye
shall see all these things, knimi. that He is near,. even at the
doorsil'l •
*Christ. bas given signs of His coming., He declares that we may
know when He is'near; even, at the doors. He says of those who see
these signs, 'This generation *ball not pass, till all these things
be fulfilled.' These signs have appeared. Now we know of a surety
that the Lord's coming is at hand. *Heaven and earth shall pass
away,' He says, 'but My words shall nos pass away.""
W.W.PRESCOTT: I was reading that very passage this morning,
and fully agree with it.

22
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TAIT: If you put emphasis on ',see all these things now
wouldnitrthat'AnclUde diettess of nation with Perp/exity, sea
and the waves roaring, and all those?
PRBH,OiT: Then would it include. the sign of the Son of man
iv liewlen said-se -forth? Where-areyou-go-ingtn—cut -off-'ashen
you say "all these things,* You must go throughi to the finish.

I don't disagree with what Brother Quinn hp read. I read that
thisvery morning, and I believe that, and / believe that those
signs have been fulfilled, and Show that his coming is right
at hind, but Lcion't think that interferes at all with the other
side. I don't want to fix my mind on physical things and make
no effort to fulfill what I think is the greatest sign.

The

thing that is put directly as the sign of the end is the preach—
ing of the gospel of the kingdom to all the world for a witness
unto all nations. He maid, "then shall the end co e." Not, It
is near. This is my own personal attitude toward it, that I give
a full credit to physical signs and conditions, of, coursei,. don't
belittle those, but here is something else, and here,ie.something
that we act a part in. We have had nothing to.do with the
darkening of the moon or the darkening of the son, or the falling
of the stars, but we do have something to do with this other
sign, tiiat this gospel of the kingdom shall be preached to all
the world for a witness. Now instead of simply emphasizing the
physical signs -- give them their full credit, but I want to
emphasize that other sign, and give myself to the fulfillment
of this other sign.

7/18
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F•M WILCOX: .1 can remember'a time, when I came into the truth,
it was preached strongly that those. who Rai the: darkening of the,
sun would see the coming ofthe Lord, and we have been driven from
that cosition. I don't:believe it is profitable in our preaching__
to bring things down to such a fine point as. would create a stir
among. the people, and then perhaps- in a few years We.have got to

recede from that position. Now I think the position that Brother
PrescoMt has taken is the only reasonable positioewe. can take
from which -e don't have to change our ground all the time.
Now. there is another feature of this question. You take

something that happened in MO, and we are living in 1919. Now
a whole people have pased away, of course. I don't dwell on
r.

17.::0 as in itself a sign of his near coming. I say, Begin there
in your series of events that lead right up to his coming, and
give each one his place. And when you have come to the final
thing, the thing that really marks the end is the preaching of
the gospel of the kingdom. That leads, right up to it.
SHULL: Does the gospel of the kingdom mean the third angel'smessage?
PRESCOTT:. That gospel in Revelation 14:6-14 corresponds
exactly to the prophecy in Matthew 24:14
M C WILCOX: Is there not a strong analogy between the
great threefold message of the gospel of the kingdom, and the
cleansing of the sanctuary and the finishing of the mystery of God,
all having reference to the time of the giving of this message?
Were those signs seen in their proper lIghti any of them, until
we got the setting of the message in which the signs aie?
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PRESCOTT: That's the way it seems to me.
TAIT: Uriah Smith took the same position in tie Review
that Brother Prescott is nor taking. It always appealed to me.
That those who saw those signs as Signs would be the ones who
wouli live to see the Lord dome.
PRESCOTT: I have thought of this parallel. Jonah was
three days and three nights in the whale's bellyy. That event
happened centuries ago, but when Christ took it up he made it a.
sign of his preaching, and he said There is no sign shall be
given you but the sign of the prophet Jonah, for as Jonah was
three days and three niEhts in the whalers belly, do shall the
Eon of man be three days and three nights in the heart of the
earth." When he took up that event in that way and preached it
it was a sign' to those people, but it happened centuries before
that. Now the darkening, of the sung happened in 1780, and many .
people saw it, but the time hadn't come /or the development of
this message that takes up this whole matter and gives it the
right setting and fulfills that prophecy of the last proclamation
of the gospel message.
I am willing to accept this prophecy on just the basie-and
just the setting that the Lord gave it. He blended the two, and
I blend the two. And yet he separates it again with the idea of
to %foxy definite pictures and definite times with two very dif—
ferent events.
SPALDING: I understand, then, that your position, and the
po-ition that Elder Tait stated was Elder Smith's position is
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not that those who see physically these signs, but those who un—
derstand these events to be signs, that generation shall not pass
until all be fulfilled.
PRESCOTT: I don't beat*: it too indefinite. I Sake it
definite, that 4iley that will, be a,part of this threefold message.
-brdlw-t-na- whole pielnivret-cgeth

and -1---dontt- allow -it- to

become too indefinite„ -because this movement in the light of prophecy has a very definite relation to this, and I see these events
with relation to this movement.

SPALDING: But is we rest it upon this one point, the giving
of this message, we cannot tell how fax advanced that work is, ,

nor can-we see any end to rt. What forceremains to the expres—
sion, *This generation shall not Pass."?
PFESCOTT: I thinktint is a correct interpretation of it,
because I don't think it is designed to tell us the day and the

hour that we shall fix the time.

Now "He is near, even at the

doors," but wushould not attempt to cut off the time and sty,
He can't be later thanthis data in oozing.- That has been done
Over and over again since 1844. *It can't go bgand this, day, and
this day. You know, evait of you, that people have taught that
it wasn't worth while to educate their children,- that they wouldn't-

grow up because the Lord was coming before they would grow up, and
some of those ohildren have grown up and are dead.

Thede things

should lead us to have care in fixing exact limits.
QWSTION: You m4Ato made the statement tresterday that the
children of those parents wholsaid "His blood be on us and on
our children sere destroyed in the destruction of Jerusalem.

a
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•
Gan you decide in your on mind whether in this generation of the
proclamationefthe message we have gone far enough, ;so the
children of parents who first heard it are old enough so that the
generation in your Mind has begun yet?, Is there any way to tell
whether the generation has started yet or whether or not it has
started?
can't fix any date when it-started. My father
PRESCOTT: Ihe

as a young man -- was,18 yeari of agd when the time passed in
1844. He ac.epted with his father the message of William Miller,
-and they left their Crops standing in the field ins the fall of

1844, on the basis that the Lord was coming. I am his son, still
living, trying to join with you in proclaiming this Massage.- I

am GS years old:

think we have entered upon that generation

surely, bilt don't attempt to fix any date when it commenced or.

whan it closed.
F WILCOX: I' go an rtiele-from W. C. White yeoterday in
which he referred to the time :when he was seven years. of age,
and someone preached in the tabernacle that the Lord: would come
in a few years. He.asked the preacher how much a few years was*
and they told him,six or seven. He figured it out that the Lord
would oome when he was 14.
years older thAU

.

3.,

Rut He didnit, and he is now many
',Ord still deiaje, Lut he expressed

the thought that he had learned this, that he was to live as
though the Lord were to come today; and he was to prepare himself
for labor and provide facilities to carry this mes age, to earths
remotest bounds. +t-teematme74hat-tieheed. The Lord says it

a
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isn't for us to know the times or the seasons, the Lord hath
kepetheMidebie 'et

"But -ye- shall be witneeseecunto me e0,_ ,

I think there is danger, brethren',-odour- catching up some expres—

sion in the Bible ox the Testimonima, and we think this limits -for eer-ta-iee-testngs—toeba fulfilled, and we. weirs stiesover it
and-then the years go,by and that thing isn't fulfilled. - I can
remember the time Then I came into the truth, they preached that
- those eho saw the dark day, that wee the beginning of the
generation. Then they changed it to 1798, then to 1833.
We have advanced the dates ees.theyears have gone by. I believe

we ought to take a commonsense view of the clue-anon. I believe
that where the Lord says this generation shall notpass, it is for
*me to pin my faith on that statement, but I don't know when the
generation beian, and I don't think any eanin the world knows.
NEILSEN: My question is in regard to the statement in
Siater White's testimony that has been used by our older ginistere.
It is just a queation in regaxe to the statement that our ministers
our leading man haveused many times, and it in just bothering
me a little. They have said that Sister White sae in a certain
meeting that some would be food for wormy, and some would suffer
the plagues, and some would live to see the Lord come. Have you ,
any light to throw on that subject. Shall our ministers continue
to use that in revival efforts When they want to arouse our
people just to show that it must be bery lin at hand, oe shall
ee cease using that?
PRESCOTT: Tbat involves more even than pest that one point.
I speak for myself, and that is to say that I have never usel it
in tha
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in that way, and never expect to. I has been my privilege to go
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St te margination's- Of thaWorld and tky to help -proOlail this -1"
" message. They don't have these things,-and if I can't preach
all the gospel that is necessary for their salvation out of this .
teak tBibleJ what am I going to du(

They dou't have -even-tilia

light that we have that we use so Much. Now in say teaohing, with
the light that has come through these' books :testimonies) I
think I have been able to open up the things in this book EBible]
much better, but I use this book to thembecause.they have this
book in their own language, and theycan study this book.

PRESCOTT:
NQW

we are blessed in hawing these books, and I thick

-it perfectly proper we.ahould use them in our study and get all bic
benefit we can frail them; But when you come to preaching the
goopel message, my method is to priaeh - it from this Book (the Bible) r„ii

justthe same,: so that ycni. osn'preadi it in China and Japan,.
where they do not have the volUmesOf the Spirit of-Prophsoy, but
We are printing this message where they do have the Bible. ' ne
is issimutsizaskalism in nearly 100 languages,' and its translation and circulation
is increasing constantly , and we Oannot keep up with the list
in.giving these VolUMes Of the Spirit of prophecy to'the people,
But they do have this Book [the Bible), and al believe we can
Make Seventh-day Adventists outiof them from this Book.

Vacs: DO

you take the position then that it is not wise for

us to read from the Spirit of Prophecy when preaching? If those
statements from the Spirit of Prophecy are worthy of use in my
privatestudy,'.why are they not worthy of being read to oar-

people that they - might also underitand the nearness of Christie'
Doming.
PR/SCOT: Then of course you might say,' Why use the
Bible, because we have plenty out of these books and do not need
to use-the- Bible. =The ground is 'Covered in these books. - DP.
not misunderstand me. I do not say we should not-read from
these books. I do think, though, it is carried to extremes.
have known them to be substituted for the Scripturea themselves,
ones while remonstrating with one for doing this, he said, 'It
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is easier- to rekad it than to preach it from the Bible.' Hut my.
view is this: that tuts this Word is different from any other:r
word; that this Word is the Word of God direct; that Colima prom/Sod
a Pantie:flail of his Spirit with this Word,and he has given
this Word by his providence in all these different languages,
low - whairwspretua torths- people we can appeal to- tha

word; add they

already have it. I do not say we never should read from the
Spirit of prophecy/ (for I do not read it in, the pulpit as much
as some do, although

r do study it for my own personal use,

SPALDING: / am in real difficulty about this 34th
verse. I had hoped there might be given some explanation of it
that would be satisfactory; to explain what "this generation"
means. I do not want to keep on setting one date, and then
arother. To us it means the giving of the gospel. I do not know
when the gospel will be given to the world; I do not know when it
will be completed.
DAN/ELLS: Perhaps you have an explanation, Brother S alding,
that seems to be feasible?
SPALDING: I simply say it is difficult.

I have come

here hoping that somebody would understand It; I do not
--understand—itrand-therefore-noulflotisaks- it clear to--somebody------else. I have heard other explanations- but they are unsatisfactory.
PRESCOTT: May- I correct one thing in Umtata what Brother
Spalding said; that is, that all these signs now coming go into
the preaching of the gospel of the Kingdoms. I did not
'ntend that. I say, here are a series of signs --the darkening of
the &U21,XXXAXMOIS x in- 1780, the, falling of the stars, 1833; and there
were other events that followed on; then you come to the shaking of
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the powers. of heaven. I dc. not think-that sign has come. I
think we are right there. t think we have advanced to that point; the
next thing will be the ehaking of thy:I-flare -of heaven, and thein f
will be revealed the Son of Man coming in the clouds of heaven.
I do not say that these--other -signs are of no significanes.-They+ -are of signifioance when you consider that right along with these
comes this message.
F. M. flLCOX: Don't you believe that the generation which sees
that series of signs will see the °airbag of the Lord.
PRESCOTT: I do. But when you come to fix the time-The difficulty Brother Spalding says, is it is our generation.
Now if the Scripture does not give any more information, I think
it is properly indefinite.
QUINN: Then the Aligns of which Christ spoke when he
Said This generation shall not pass till all be feleketxxx fulfilled,'
--Do you believe that these sign a have been\fulfilled?
PRESCOTT:

No

QUINN: The Spirit'of Prophecy says "These signs have now
been fulfilled." I am talking about these particular signs--the
darkening .f the sun, falling of the stars. It says "These signs
have been fulfilled, therefore we know for a surety that the coming
of Christ is at hand." I say there has got to be the marking of
a time limit somewhere.
PRESCOTT: Then you would definte the expressions "signs"
to mean, "sun" "moon" and $stars"?
QUINN: I would follow precisely the Spirit of prophecy
on that text.
PRESCOTT: We would follow precisely the Bible.
F. M. WILCOX: May I ask where Brother Quinn would begin the
generation?

30:
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QT INN: I would begin the generation just where'll= the Spirit of
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Prophecy parks it.
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MiCOX: Is that to be definite?

Wcmy:- Itthink'so. 1: think it is the people to are living e,
this side of the falling of the eta rs which was the last sign
spoken of.

This is r)elly this side of 1833,

ARESCOTT: Where would you begin the generation of those who
saw the falling of the stars?
QUINN: Time could easily last twenty years if need be and yet
that pro phecy be fulfilled.
PRESCOTT: I ask, where would .you draw your line In those
who saw the falling of the stars?
QUINN: Those who live this aide of the falling of the stare.
PRES:OTT: Do you mean those cho were born this side?
QUIN' : No.
PRESCOTT: My grandfather saw the falling of the stars, and
he was a ',Militate"
QUINN: I do not think myself that these physical signs are
things we should turn our attention to. I am In entire sympathy ) with the thought tint we Wee a mighty work to do, and this is the

greatest of all signs, when we eau begin to see the corpletion
of this.
CAVINESSI It seems to me that our trouble has arisen from
the tendency of the human mind to "set time'. We want to have
a time to bexxxamita begin and a time to end. But the Lord.has
made it so that we cannot do that. But there is a real point to
this, it seems to me, and the point is this: It

to my own

heGrt. The warning is for me to prepare my heart for the coming
of the Lord and to prepare others. Now Brother Prescott
pointed out there is to be a double application here. Christ
gave a warning of coming judgment, and the meneration that

TOM
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Mn then saw that destruction. Now this warning of the goatee_
destruction in this generation has come to me, and if I live out
my normal life I will see that judgment, and therefore it has a
personal application: To me this is the big things not the
question of counting the time. ,
HOUSE: I wag thinking of the parallel between our twain
generation and the generation preceding the flood. The people who,
.heard Noah preach the destruotion of the world, had sufficient
opportunijry to heed that watning;- and they would be the generation
to witness that great judgmentk threatened.- So the last generation ,
will ba given opportunity to head the warning of the final
judgment; but they will see the fulfillment of the judgment. It
seems to me there is a parallel. Now / believe that our forefathers
in this message--those who preached the first angels message-those men who carried the first world-wide warning--that that
generation would not pass off until they- waw the coming of
Christ in- the clouds of heaven.
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It seems, to me that the messasof God is impeached. if a God allows_
that generation to pass away before the Lord Jesus comes in-the
clouds of heaven.
W. W. PRESCOTT: Did you ever read, Brother Rouse, the expogition of these scriptures by William Miller and his associates?
B.L. HOUSE: William Miller was not the unlyone. There have
been hundreds of other men besides him.
M. C. WILCOX: It does not deem to me that there is any more
difficulty in loosting the beginning of the generation than there is
in the beginning of a half dozen other uncertain periods. That is,
I mean this, there are &half dozen things mentioned in the Scriptures as covering the caosing days of work in this world. There is
no definite ending to any of them;'but there is a definite beginning
to every one of them. Take this gospel of the kingdom, the great
gospel message of Revelation 14, the work that our Lord is doing
in heaven, the cleansing of the sanctuary, the time that is mentioned in Revelation 10:71--win the days of the voice of the seventh
angel, when he shall begin to sound, the mystery of God should be
finished.* Everyone is indefinite as to ending, and every one, it
seems, ought to appeal to the Christian Us devote himself and all
his energies to the finishing of that great gospel commission. It
seems to me that all these things, such as the time of the end, and
the giving of this last world message, oome right in this generation
since 1844.
C.P. BOLLMAN: Give us the definite beginning of this generation.
M. C. WILCOX: I make it 1844. / do not believe we see these
signs in their proper setting until we see them in the setting--of
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this great'message. I believe, ,further thau that, that when 0UX -Lord said, 'ten yeahall see all these signs,0 he - took into account
not simply those three signs, but all the other signs. Re saw this
generation, and he knew the people that would give this last message
would not only Beath* three/signs-away back there and recogniiekt.--therat-but-allWoorrverrgi

nrhers-at- thin time.
1. W. PRISCOft: 24-/ venture to express the hope that all we
have taught about this proposition will not be thrown to the winds
•
Over this verse? I should be sorry to see it all go-to the, winds,
for I do not think it isyneeesaary. Lhope- we shall still hold to

this 24th chapter of Matthew as a Wonderful prophecy, which,

according to the spirit of prophesy, should be studied and given to
the people; but I hops we shall not give it in such a way that we
shall fix up dates so definitely that pretty soon we shall have to

push them along.
2.L.00USE:- It seems to me that all this talk about the Adventists setting the time=for the beginning ot,thia generation, back:;
before we had any definite
'14 ail ifletevast'cte

tseent: frowth47-Spirit“of prophecy

4Seetios.- If our fathers, before the

spirit of prophecy came among ievdid set different dateS for the
Coming of the Lord, that has nothing to do with us. God has given
us special light as to when to begin the generation, and it seems

tome that we want to be very careful about setting the generation
after 1844, because to me that looks like a virtual. denial of the
light God sent through the first aUgells massage prior to 1844.v,
A.G.DANIELLS: I want to make a few suggestions about it.
I do not know that they will help any one, but they are points that
I have thought of as I have tried to get an understanding of it.
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Now the signs, as has,been pointed out, appeared in theheavens and
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_on the carth.__In_the:bompahs Ethan, :the darkening of the. sun-andthe moon and the falling of the stars, Then on the earth we have a
situation created thaais-desoribed asidistress% of national with
perplexity,"--isobble of a character that causes men's hearet to
fail them as:theylook into the future.
The lint events--these are events/pt and are meant to be tokens
or signs--the events in the heavens were local in their appearance,
in their scope.: They were not universal, they were not seen the
world over. That is, thadarkining of the sun on May 19# 1780,
was not world-wide, it was local; and the darkening of the moon
was local, and the lax star shower of November 13, 1833, was local.
But when you come to the events on the earth, whether it was intended
to be so or not,-it says "upon the earth,'--the events on the earth
are universal. 'we are in that time of distress of nations right
now, in-that time of perplexity. in the time of the failing of
hearsi'the fainting of spirits, Where is this trouble? Why, it is
all over the world. Did you read William T. Elliott statement!'
W.W.PBESOOTT:. Yes. I read it to them here yesterday.
A. G. DANIELLE: I read that this morning about 4 o'clock, and
I must say it stirred me, end I out it out to use, That is a statement of present-day conditions that is awful and presages the collapse of the human race, of affairs on the earth, though he works
it out at the end that we are going to get out. That is universal.
Now, brethren, that is the difference in the events that are to take
place.
Now, then, there are two veva of seeing these events: One is
with the physical eight, the eye, seeing the event.
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Daniel's: If it was the physical, it would be only an event
toL jhe, people within :the radius of_the.event$ and oUr_testimony_
to other people would amount to nirthing. My sitnees to others
wouldn't be anything. But not if he meant that we's4ould see this
event as a sign of his near coming and see that mentally, intellectually, as a spiritual vision, then whether I ever saw the
event or not with my eyes, if I see it With my mind as a spiritual
thing, then my testimony will be something to the man who didn't
see it with his eyes, and doesn't see it with his ming, and doesn't
pay any attention to it.
I didn't see the event, but I see the meaning of the event
to bea sign in the light of prophecy. Well now so much for that.
Then I have concluded, brethren, that the seeing of the event
itself isn't pertinent to this. That doesn't come in, seeing
those stars fall in 1833 isn't pertinent to that, it is seeing
the meaning of the falling of those stare that has the effect to
do what Jesua wants done. Well now from that point I step to
this other point. Now one of the. signs on the earth -- there is
more than one sign on the earth, signs of different quality or
•

character - one of the signs on the earth is.the preaching of*the
gospel on the earth. Let me go now a little farther because I
don't intend to throw this all into the air. I don't like that
idea, and I don't think anybody intends to, but we must be careful, and I don't want to get my feet clear off the earth and
hanging to a balloon up there, for I am not fond of parachutes,
don't like to depend upon them. But I do believe, brethren, that
that fourteenth verse of Matthew 24 is just as much of a siwn of the
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endot the'world as

and Jesus meant it to be used there -- imat',

as much as the darkening of the sun and moon and stars, and this
terrible confusion on the earth. I believe that that preaching
of the gospel as stated here- is explained by the angel to John
in Revelation 14, and I believe that is the fulfillment of that'
event there that is given as a sign.--I must look at: that preach..
ing of the gospel there through the-threefold message of Revela—
tion. I must interpret it by' that. Now then let us come to that
threefold message. There is a definite time for that message to
begin, 1844, following the close of the 2300 years, a definite
time for the three fold message to begin. Now then when that
message comes it will'bring into the minds-of menthe meaning of
these events. And after seeing the events with this mental under—
standing, this intellectual vision -- that is what the Saviousr,
meant, and -I-have felt that we have a definite time to-begin the
generation.
PRESCOTT. Now would you fix it in a year, or with the flail
Of the messagel.
DANIEL:IS: I would fix it with the rise of this message, the
duration of this message. Now the thing that Brother Rowe point&
_„.

out is very good in there. God gave the warning of the flood
to the people upon Whom theflood was to dome. He didn't have
the flood preached to a generation, and have that generation pass
away and then bring the flood on another generation entirely. Now
the.,/ believe that the generation that is, the people living in
that period from the beginning of the threefold ices age, will be
the people to whom the Lord Jesus will come. That isn't evading
•

•
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43, or trying to grasp, around and get on to another year, _but I
think there's logio is it. I donut believe that the'prophecy aims
at a definite year.
HOUSE: What- is the date for the beginning of the maven:eft?
MULLS:" WEll, of oourses - we say we rose back there in

1844. The days sudenitiammi, thrizassage7etacopen-i418454I have no ob3eotion to saying the year, though I don't think that
is the supreme thing, and I 'don't believe Jesus meant to drive
down a peg on a Year, becauie there is no prophecy date: there;
unless you take the 2300 years, but that doesn't come in the prophecy of Jesus. But a message was to begin and a movement was
to bezlin that was to take these events that he named as signs,
and interpret those events to the world.
HOUSE: What would you sayabout the world-wide awakening
on the second coming of Christ that took place before 1944?
DANIELLS: Well, that helped to start the threefold message,
but I don't believe, Brother House, that that hurried trip of
Joseph Wolf over the world and what was done in that movement, I
don't believe that is the world.-wide message and proclamation that
is named there. It was preparing the way. But now when you come
to the whole message then the messenger settled down into a very
definite work. Were we have been going on until we have spread' out like the rising sun over the face-N.0f the earth.
Now then, it was about that time that difficulties began:tot,:
appear on the earth. It was about that time that things started
to throw the whole religious world into confusion. The evolutionary theory that ilintended to figure God out of doing things
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in the world, and to get men away from him, and our message says
lifsarTGodianiflive glory ta-Himi, this-ene:Abst Mada*maflineatUi
earth, the sea and the fountains of waters. There ia something
to combat and to meet this infidelity that was to come because
the wreckage of the world must be spiritual aswell as commercial
and moral. If I understand it, as we come up to the end D'Chi,
world will simply go to pieces in utter wreckage. Sin will
blossom out so that there.won't be anything left except the
gospel of Jesus Christ in the world. A man is bad commercially,
because he is bad morally, and he isbad morally because he hal
lost his grip on the spiritual. Now brethren, Satan had a time,
and be brouEht things around just at the right time to bring

the human race to'utter ruin, and God had his movements timed,
and he set on foot a Movement here that is to save all who will

be saved from utter ruin.
F 11. WILCOX:. The only thing I object to is that so many of
our people fix On a certain day and then that figure out a gener—
ation so long, and so it All be so many years before the.Lord
comes. / /
MULLS: I don't think we must be thrown into the Air too
much. Now He did say this for us, and it means something. I
don't want to out my rope until I know. I do believe that the
whole scripture teeoheng brings us &long down to the time when the
last message of God was due the world. Now I believe that last
message that is due the world terAinates with, the generation
with which it began. If it doesn't, where are we? I -can't see
that we can figure it out in fifty, sixty, or seventy years. It
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ia:atolass of pestle. It is whatthe menage finds in the
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world.

What it does for the world; and what it leaves for the world.
I start with God I e_ last_ effor t to save_ the- wor-ldi
when he finishes his effort, but I believe it will be within -a,

single generation.
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PALUER It seems to me we would get more personal Apod out of
this-to reduce it sigply to a personal experience. The objeot

this prophecyas applied...to thaflimeLetesxtaremseutewi
to this time--was to prepare a people for the change that Wes
coming-e.nd_spur_them to_ a completion_of- tha_worIct wide-work.: rt- •
seems to me that no part of that objective was to gasattsis;ttissfy

that natural curiosity of the human =tax heart to know when. So that
we cannot say in a definite way that the second coming of Christ

must come to such a date or b oome before a certain date. Christ
left the date indefinite, and every attempt to make a definite
computation of that time has led us into difficulty, and is
1,,ble to lead us into.rouble in the completion of this world

Wide work. libs in that first generation Christ did not say how
long a generation is. He did not say when the generation would end
or that it would end within a certain time; but he did put the piopeivition right to that generation that was living there, to
prepare for. thing; that were coming, and be ready so as to

leLve their houeetops without coming down , when, they 'sax certain
whole
things,- and for them to go and preach theA gospel.
Now it
seems to me these signs are given us to tow it is near, •
even at the.doer, and the spur us on to prepare for.translationi
and to help prepare others. But the time of Christ's coming
is in God's own bends, the finishing of the work being conditioned:
upo the preaching of the gospel to the whole world.
NTILSEN: We as human beings are so liable to go to ext_emes either in one direotion or the other. I believe this
propheoy is given us to gutird us against either of these
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extremes. One extreme is taken by those who believe that "we do- not
-

know anything :about it." - The other- extreme --is that of setting time.'
I believe we oan get the people to um:erstand th!rt there is a. time
for this generstion-‘-by illustrating it by Noah's message._ PBS,
sonally I believe it began with the time men this people i4csonted
to tIvrlwarldrthe - sige'or riat nothing or thatlevk sea Ordd would
not-h&ve this

-the _worlft- r Mout-

heaving it finished in.this same generation. (Amens) We need not
limit the generation to seventy, or one hundred years, or even those

WILCOX: We oannot tell how far the gospel has gone, I think
myself.thst the Lord may (Jerry this message An a way we do not
know anything about.
VANTILLS: I think there should be something definite about
it, but the definiteness lies in when this threefold message was due,
and thpt Was due in 1844
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R.D.QUINNt 1 think this is a vital thing. It seems to me we
are getting pretty close to the.trutb. But we have had in the
spirit of prophecy that Word, mftmething great and decisive is to
take place, and that right early.- If any delay, the character of
God and His throne win be compromised.w Mow can we compromise
Cod sort -Rie-Asord_ead-Whronel—B-y-de

l-delerylag-andr

delaying our work until it would be impossible for Him to apcomplish
His work in this earth and in this generation. But that will never

take place. It is my solemn conviction that even though we are at
a late hour in the history of this world, Gcd will finish His own
work in the time appointed.
DANIELLSi Yes, the stones will cry out if necessary.
R. D. QUINN: And ao I can not posaibly be driven to the decision that God may delay this thing indefinitely,--not et all; God
in His own time will finish Hie work, and His throne add His word.
will not be compromised. We have said again and again, It will
on
take a millennium to finish the work on the bases4which we are now
working; and / suppose it would. But we must—must and can—belleve
that God will do things out of the ordinary. I do not think we
1
should constantly study up something that will thrill the people.
I think we have thrilled our peoplwAohg.snoUghi -TAMenis). I am
•
-•
not interested:in that idea; but I do believe that we should place
our feet solidly upon this generation, and then, believing that,
do everything within our power to so harmonize with God's great,
eternal purpose for this world that that thing can be accomplished
in the time.
'E, R. PALMER: I believe we could all stand on that position,
and make the generation the great threefold message to the world,
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if we will leave out just, one thing that human nature is inclined
to do, and that is to enter into the mathematics of the proposition
and try to discover what.God has not revealed. If pis draw thnegir:elusion that it must be 1844, and then that a generation must be
only seventy years, then we are in trouble_,_ and_ thence are_doir4F:something God has not authorized us to' do. But, admonished of .the
times and the nearness of the end, we -shguld enter with all our'
upon the work, "
energies andget ready ourselves; and then it seems to me we can
leave the mathematics out of it.
Brother Chairman, tarty years ago I walked barefooted, when-- a
little bey sight miles and back—sixteen miles-sat night to hear
the first sermons on this message; and the foundation of my faith.
in this message was laid in those barefoot days. It was drawn out
on the blackboard with great preciseness, and an eloquent man,--One
of the finest speakers this denomination has produced]--showed us
that the end could not be more than five years ahead,- and probably
not more than three years.• I lived in those next years/in the light
of that teaching, and went through: the struggle that caie from,ade.
oepting that teaching in my childish heart. I believe that was a
wrong method of preaching the truth, of, God,--trying to discover by
mathematics something that God has expressly told us is not revealed.
It seems to me that we should not keep fixing the thing a little
later and a little later and a little later, as we have been doing.
A. G. DANIELLS: There is this about it,--though our parents
have suffered disappointment, and we have, too, for I expected to
be in kas heaven before I was twenty years of age,--while we have
suffered disappointment, yet today our hope is as keen and clear
and positive as it ever was.
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R.D.WINN: We are glad our fathers believed the way they did.'54

A. G. DANIELLS: The light we get on this, questionof:the
generation does not dim our vision at all, and it does not change
our attitude,; or elect we:would quietly find our way out somewhere to
sake •a good salary and have a comfortable home.,, The Very faot that
movement shows our an
bounded faith in. its. authenticity and its divinity and in the immir

nonce of Its 'consummation.; -I am looking to see the end come within
the generation of the movement, of the message. I do not think the-,

',Ord has ever given a message to one generation of a coming event,
a definite message, and then passti it clear up and brought theevent
-on-some future period of time.

W. W PRrSCOTT: That is, a judgment message.
DARIELLS: - Yes.
W. R.:BRANSON:- Then you would. base that, on the large beginning
of this werk in theHOnited States, and not in. these foreign noun,

tries.

L. G. DANZ-nix: Yes, the opihingutof the three-fold message
in this Country, surely,.
W. N. BRANSOP I really gathered from some of the statements,
that as long as these things were held up as signs, it would. still
continue to extend.
A. G. MULLS:- 'No, brethren, there is no definite period set
off. There is no defiwitsxperisd prophecy that marks the termination
of a definite period from which to Mart, unless we bring in the
2300 days, and I have no objection at all to a person mentioning

1844 or 1845 as the time when the generation began, if they wisCh:to
express it by the three-fold massage, this message that is due the
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world of the judgment, and the oonsummetion being the coming of
--- ChrietVand-Hemutt'cOVe-tothe'poople-to:Whoft

the Message IS

claimed, That is the way it appears to me.
Weil, now, our time is up and We will have to close. The-General ,
Conference Committee last,night in its meeting recommended that we
bring the Conference:to a close at.mbn today. It is Friday, and
we could have .only two periods, on account of the Sabbath coming,
and' we have Some very heavy Work for the General Conference Committee

to do before sundown tonight, because Brother Knox is going to the
Coast on Sunday, and I have to go - away for a. week, and when I come
back .Brother Prescott will be leaving, and we want to complete
1breign tdiselon Board work, so we suggested-that the Conference close -

at noan today. We are to have a wind-up meeting tomorrow afternoon
at 4:.00 o'clock.
(Tt was then voted to close the:Conference at noon..)

prof. B. G. Wilkinson was- next galled' upon. to present the
question oLthe trumpets,

(Wilkinson's paper,)

(Later: It is not in shape to be copied yet.)

